
IMAGIST - EDUCATOR - ARTIST - TRANSFORMATIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY &  SPIRITUAL GUIDE

Artists of all types can find inspiration in David’s teachings.  
Photographers of all levels can find a deeper way to connect to their own expression. 

Anyone who appreciates fine art can 
be transported through the portals David creates.

Direct, natural, and delightful are words 
often used to describe David’s interview 
style and provide any interviewer with a 
lively show.

   His unique approach to the craft of 
           photography
   His unique approach to the tools  
       of the craft
   His understanding of the bigger, 
     more universal teachings that his 
          intentional photography has 
     revealed to him.  

David Can Share:

David is a fine art imagist for personal and 
corporate spaces.  He is a also a teacher 
helping artists to rekindle their passion for 
their art and bring forth their connection to 
spirit through their own work.

Whispers From the Soul
Today’s fast pace of life has us running 
around without giving any focused 
thought to our daily lives, our work, our 
vacations, or our conversations. We are 
always hoping to catch up and thus 
living mindlessly. This leads us to give 
our lives little if any value. 

Approached many times by photograApproached many times by photogra-
phers saying “I no longer like my work” 
when it’s clearly fantastic work, David 
saw they had No Attachment to their 
work. 

Teaching photographers to tap into 
their true essence for insight and clarity 
while drawing unique associations to 
the tools of their craft opens new ways 
for them to create imagery from their 
true essence reflecting their intention.

YOU Can’t Have What You’re 
Not Willing to BECOME

David calls his work Portals of Intent because they are gate-
ways to the intention of spirit and a reconnection to our 
deeper selves.

David Monroe takes artists on a journey back to themselves to 
create imagery that transports the viewer and fully immerses 
them into the energy of the moment.  

We all have a deeper   connection to the world, 
if we stop to listen and reconnect. 

 David  Monroe



Artist statement video.

https://bit.ly/2TnxVnr

727-798-1038  
16331 Iola Woods Trail  

Dade City, Florida.  33523

www.portalsofintent.com

www.facebook.com/PortalsofIntent

www.linkedin.com/in/dmonroe2/

www.instagram.com/portalsofintent/

David Monroe has been a professional photographer for 40 years; but, he began to realize as he slowed down to 

listen to his spirit, It communicated with him about his connection to the world around him. These distinct mes-

sages began weaving themselves into his imagery creating a journey through Portals Intention.

David’s work offers the viewer a visual and spiritual opening...a portal to be transported into and touched by the 

messages David receives; an opportunity for the viewer to be flooded by the spirit of intention.

His classes and retreats offer artists the opportunity to find their own deeper connection to authentic creation and 

communiation into the realm of the subtle, the unseen, and the emotionally resonant in his imagery.

David takes the mechanics of photography and pushes 

the envelope to exploit the medium 

and define a new genre of the craft.

He is no longer a photographer, he is an Imagist.

South East Center 

for  Photographic Studies

"As a consultant to photographers world-

wide and a spiritual teacher to many, 

I know the importance that a deep 

connection to the divine plays in the 

creation of a piece of art.

David Monroe’s quest to empower artists 

to deepen their connection to the divinity 

that lies within, is a gift to each artist who 

is wise enough to seek his guidance and 

to us all!”

Selina Maitreya, 

Practical Spirituality

David is a multi talented artist 

deeply immersed in the spiritual 

and intellectual aspects of photog-

raphy, within his work and resulting 

master lectures that disclose his 

unique, intensely connected, and 

provocative approach

. 

Pierre Dutertre Curator and 

PResident UPAgallery

David is both a master teacher of pho-

tography and artist of the spirit.  He 

shares his heightened sense of magic 

and wonder with those willing to ex-

plore beyond their knowing. Through 

his dedication to living authenticity, he 

empowers others on their journey of 

self- discovery!

Gini Gentry, Nagual Woman and 

Author of Dreaming Heaven

Reviews


